
EconS 503 - Microeconomic Theory II
Homework #4 - Due date: Wednesday, February 24th, in class.

1. Exercises from Tadelis:

(a) Chapter 10: Exercises 10.5 and 10.11

(b) Chapter 11: Exercise 11.7

2. Exercise 3.8 (only parts a and b) from Fudenberg and Tirole�s Game Theory textbook.

3. [N-players bargaining game] Consider a alternating-o¤er bargaining game played
between N � 2 players. In particular, a division of the pie in this context is a vector
x = (x1; x2; :::; xN) where each component xi 2 [0; 1] represents the share of the pie
that player i receives if the o¤er is accepted, and thus

XN

i=1
xi = 1. At dates 1, N +1,

2N+2; ::: player 1 makes an o¤er, at dates 2, N+2, 2N+2; ::: player 2 makes an o¤er,
and so on. When player i o¤ers a division of the pie, x, the other players simultaneously
and independently vote whether to accept or reject the o¤er. An o¤er is only accepted
if and only if all other players accept it (unanimity vote). Assume that all players have
the same discount factor �. Show that the following strategy pro�le can be sustained
as a SPNE: Every player i makes an o¤er
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at every date at which he has the opportunity to make o¤ers, and such o¤er x is
accepted by all other players.

4. [Repetition in the Battle of the Sexes game] Consider the following Battle ot
the Sexes game

Wife

Husband

F O
F 2; 1 0; 0
O 0; 0 1; 2

Assume that the game is in�nitely repeated and assume, for simplicity, that both
players�discount factor satis�es � � 9=10.

(a) Depict the set of feasible, individually rational payo¤s (FIR set).

(b) Which is the highest symmetric average payo¤ that can be sustained as a SPNE
of the in�nitely repeated game? [Hint : The GTS involves switching from one cell
to another cell in the matrix.]
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